All parents want an exceptional education setting that helps their
child reach their true potential. Many parents don’t think that
exists until they find Montessori.

Montessori works in every setting for the
success of each child.
Montessori is carefully designed to bring out the best in
individuals and connect them with others. We take the time
to know each child, to plot out a course for their natural
development, to observe how they are doing, and to work
with their interests to build on their strengths.

Montessori prepares your child to make a
difference in the real world.
The world has changed, but what it takes to be successful
hasn’t changed since Maria Montessori created her
education approach over a hundred years ago: a strong
emotional, social, behavioral, and moral foundation.
Montessori helps children develop into individuals who know right from wrong, who have self-confidence and are
connected with others, who find fulfilment, and who connect and contribute to the world.

Truly transformative education.
Montessori children receive a balanced education that is so hard to find and so necessary for their success. Your
child’s education will be hands-on, self-paced, collaborative, and joyful—everything that’s needed to create a
lifelong learner and doer. Academics and knowledge building are built into Montessori’s approach to developing
truly capable individuals. Like you, we focus on motivation, decision-making, and self-reliance that helps your child
do well in school, college, career, and life.
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Our teachers do great work because they do it with you and your child.
We all think back and remember the singular teachers that helped us change our lives. Every Montessori teacher strives
to make sure they give that gift. Our schools are centered around our Association Montessori Internationale (AMI) certified
teachers who go through rigorous training. AMI training allows teachers to master the true Montessori framework and
tools for transformative teaching. Our AMI certified teachers know how to personalize education for each student while
moving all forward. They understand how to develop your child’s independence, initiative, and skill-building while guiding
a classroom community that works to do great work.

Choose a Montessori school that
looks out for your child’s complete success.
AMI schools answer the three most important questions to ask when choosing a school. Does the education
fit my child? Do the teachers know how to develop my child’s full potential? Does the school support the
teachers and the parents? AMI teacher certification ensures that your teacher is trained to nurture your child
into a capable and connected individual. Our school is built to support your teacher within a creative Montessori
environment where everyone seeks to get better at being their best. Everyone at a Montessori school works
in service of your goals for your child—seeking input, providing counsel, and constantly working to earn the
confidence you place in us.
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